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Fire emblem heroes mod apk 4.6.1

Packaging Name: com.nintendo.zaba Version: 5.0.2 (597911) File size: 63.3 MB Updated: December 14, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 4.4 (Kitkat, API 19) Screen DPI: nodpi Architecture: armeabi-v7a MD5: f3da2d355fcc6174e13799d5ae9f SHA1: 6e0938ecdf25ad5ad5c19ca922b645eae05e4743 New event, Loki's Pawns, has
been added and is scheduled to start around mid-November. New weapons have been added for fairies and elysées. A new data quality option, recommended, which takes up less space than the high quality option, has been added. Fire Logo Information Heroes MOD Features: Requirement Android 4.2+ Rating 8.6 Reviews 485682
Application Version 4.3.0 Language English Downloads 5,000,000+ Developer Nintendo Co., Ltd. Update March 05, 2020 Ganre Simulation Fire Emblem Heroes (MOD, Unlimited Money) Battles customized for touch screens and on-the-go game. Summon symbols on the other side of the fiery coat of arms universe. Develop the skills of
your heroes and take them to new heights. This is your adventure - a fiery emblem that is like nothing you've seen before! Fire Emblem Heroes Simulation Game: The game features an ongoing, original story where new characters and dozens of dozens of battles tested heroes from across the Fire Emblem universe meet. What's new: - A
new feature, the path of heroes, has been added! Do you feel lost in a new world? Let the heroes' path be your guide - and complete quests to earn some 5-star characters! - Ether Reiss has been updated. Now you can spend twice Ether to win the lift twice from the attackers! How to install: Download Fire Emblem Heroes Game Game
Then Install Apk Mod File You have a nice game Prev article Next article The original Nintendo game that happens for 256+ years is now available on smart devices. There are 800+ history modes in this game. You are embarking on a unique journey in this battle adventure game where you can collect orbs in battle. These orbs help you
summon your hero for help in difficult times. Every weapon in the game has its unique abilities and also weakness. You have to consider the weakness of the weapon you're fighting and hitting your weak spot. You can also upgrade your heroes and increase your skills. Stories are updated between now and then and you'll also see better
graphics and new content from the original Nintendo series. Ready to enjoy another Nintendo game? Mod Features: Unlimited Money, Orcs File Information this game was developed by Nintendo Co., Ltd. It has been updated for 2020-12-14 Its size is 90 MB . Its current version is 5.0.2 Its requirements for Android is 4.1 and up. Check it
out on Playstore Prev article next article THEO DÕI CHÚNG TÔI Nintendo hit strategy-RPG Fire Emblem series that has been strong for a long time 25 years, has continued its journey on smart devices. Fight battles customized for touch screens and on-the-go motion Summon symbols on the other side of the fiery coat of arms universe.
Develop the skills of your heroes and take them to new heights. This is your adventure - a fiery emblem that is like nothing you've seen before! This app is free to download and offers some additional in-app purchases.■ The epic QuestGame features a permanent, original story where new characters and dozens of characters tested in
battle from across the Fire Emblem universe meet. There are over 1,100 storylines available from June 2020! (This total includes all difficulty modes.) Clear these stages of history and you'll earn Orbs that are used to summon Heroes.New story chapters are added frequently, so don't miss!■ Intense battlesTake part in strategic turn-based
battles streamlined for more on-go play with cards that fit in the palm of your hand! You will have to think hard about the advantages and disadvantages of each hero's weapon ... and even evaluate the card itself as you fight. Lead your army with easy touch and swipe control, including the ability to attack by simply skipping an ally over an
enemy. New to strategic turn-based battles? Don't worry! Use the Auto-Battle option to have your heroes fight on their own.■ Strengthening your favorite charactersThere are many ways to strengthen your allies: leveling, skills, weapons, equipment items and more. Take your heroes to greater heights as you fight for victory.■ Replayable
modesIn addition to the main story, there are many other modes where you can strengthen your allies, compete against other players and more. ■ Original characters meet legendary charactersGame features multiple hero characters from the Fire Emblem series and brand new characters created by artists Yusuke Kozaki, Shigeki
Maeshima and Yoshiku. Some heroes will fight on your side as allies, while others can stand in their way as fierce enemies to be defeated and added to their army. Featuring characters from the following games in the series!─ Fire emblem: Shadow Dragon and Blade of Light flame emblem: The mystery of the emblem of the fire emblem
of the flames: The Blair logo: The Blacka sacred fire emblem: The Stones Sacred Fire emblem: Road of Radiance, Fire emblem: Radiant Dawn, Fire emblem: new Mystery of fire emblem awakening: Birth right/Conquest Fire emblem echo: echo: shadows of Valentia, Fire emblem: Three houses: Tokyo Mirage sessions ♯FE Encore *
Internet connection required for playback. Data charges may apply.* You must be at least 13+ to use this game with a Nintendo Account.* We allow our partners to collect data from this app for analytical and marketing purposes. For more information, see about our ads, please see the Section How we use your information in nintendo's
Privacy Policy.* Options in the device specifications and other applications running on a device may affect the normal operation of this application.* May include advertising. - A new event, pawns of Loki, has been added and is scheduled to start around mid-November.─ New weapons skills have been added for Fairies and Elysées.A new
data quality option is recommended that takes up less space than the High Quality option. - New weapons for Effie and Rajat have been added.─ Additional guides to fighting with limited time are available to be collected using Divine Codes.─ Each hero stat rewards and sanctions are now shown in the wrestling prognosis that appears
before a hero initiates a battle. - A new event, Frontline Phalanx, will begin in mid-September. Work with your colleagues calling to support Heroes in other worlds!─ A feature that allows you to change character traits using a Trait fruit element has been added. - New weapons for Cecilia, Sessions and Legion have been added. Tomatoes
and spices can now be harvested at Aether Resort. You can use this ingredient to prepare fresh dishes in the dining room! ▸ The auto-send feature has been added to Aether Raids and will be available along with the first season after the update. Use automatic shipping when you encounter really difficult enemies, when you don't have
time to focus or when you've run out of escape stairs. It is there to help!─ Additional guides for limited combat time are available to be compiled using Divine Codes. Issues were addressed. - Book IV of the main story continues in the second half. What will our heroes face in the nightmare reality of Dökkálfheimr? Watch the video at the
beginning of book IV, Chapter 8, to review what will happen!─ New weapons skills have been added for Draug, Donnell and Clarice. - Players can now swap Affinity for R&amp;quot; R&amp;quot; for some accessories in the accessories store.─ New weapons skills are added for Narchan, Gwendoline and Leon.1.1. Issues were
addressed. Now you can choose a free hero with 5 stars focus from new characters calling events (once per event) after calling 40 times from this event: Limited battles for hero and lost lipoa: ankles are already available.─ Now you can use Divine Codes to compile guides to limited combat. ▸ Battle guides can now be composed of Divine
Codes using the new Compile Combat Manual feature.─ Forms units from hall of shape events can now be made in allies with the new elements of Forma Soul. The new feh Pass subscription service is now available. Plus, the 3rd anniversary holiday is in full swing! Implemented bug fixes. - New character-specific weapons skills for
Cordelia, and Henry have added.─ Some Aether Raids structures have had an increase in their cap level. Cap. Addressed. - Book IV of the main story opens at 12/5. Clear Chapter 1 to get Peony: Sweet Dream as a 5-star Hero!─ A new event, Mjölnir's Strike, starts at 12/8.─ Skills can now be learned and changed directly from the
character profile screen. - New mode, form room, added. The first event starts 10/10!─ Now you can join your characters for a meal! In the field and dining room are added to the AEther Resort.─ The harvest event starts at 10/9. This will certainly be a pleasure! - A new feature, the heroes' path, has been added! Do you feel lost in a new
world? Let the heroes' path be your guide - and complete quests to earn some 5-star characters! Now you can spend twice Ether to win the lift twice from the attackers! The new lost lore events begin on August 13. Send Heroes to scout other worlds to recover their lost erudite for the saga characters' new character-specific weapons skills
have been added for four heroes. - The app icon has been updated.L. The protagonist and house leaders from Fire Emblem: Three House Game made its long-awaited appearance- along with a gift of some new castle designs! - Ether Reiss has been updated. Now you can win a defensive prize too! ▸ New specific weapon skills have
been added for four Heroes. The concert hall has been added where you can listen to nostalgic tunes at any time.─ Added opportunities to save the cards on Aether Raids cards. The character merit limit has been raised to 6,000.─ Weekly recurring subpoena events have been added. A new regime, Røkkr Sieges, will become available
on June 17! Implemented bug fixes. The new Aether Resort mode has been added offering new ways to interact with Heroes. The new pair Up feature has been added, allowing some Legendary Heroes to unfold with another character.─ Characters who may appear in a 5-star rarity have been corrected to summon events featuring new
characters from this version. For details, please refer to the in-game notification. The Inherit Skill feature has been expanded! A hero can now transfer up to four skills to an ally. New character-specific skills have been added for two characters. The second anniversary is now - and the app icon has been updated too! Players who update
the app and sign in will receive a 2nd anniversary design. A new element, Dragon Flower, has been added. Earn Dragonflowers by succeeding in the new card type, Heroic ordeals, and use them to further enhance your heroes. A new type of weapon has been added: Beast! Laguz has now appeared in Fire Emblem Heroes.Full-screen
viewing of the 2018 iPad Pro is now supported. Implemented bug fixes. Book III is now available in Story Maps! play through history, Get Air: Merciful death as a 5-star hero.Also, now you can get the First Award Award subpoena during a specific subpoena. Implemented bug fixes. Take to heaven and battle in your own castle in new
mode: Aether Raids! A new type of item, Heroic Grails, allows you to summon Heroes who have appeared in Grand Hero battles and other modes. We are also moving closer to unveiling the book III of the story of the heroes of Fire Emblem... Good news for users who have concerns about the storage space on their devices: You can now
choose between high-quality game versions and Lite Data. Lite Data reduces the amount of data to be downloaded by lowering image and voice quality. This is especially useful for those who are on the move. (The high-quality version can be downloaded at any time.) Grand Hero battles have a new, harder mode as well. Implemented
bug fixes. - A new feature for shed organization, Battle Guides, has been added. - New type of battle, relay defense has been added.─ Additional weapons have been added.─ Additional weapons can be improved at the weapon refinery. ▸ The arena has been updated.─ Additional weapons can be improved at refinery weapon.i.e. the
Allied menu has been updated. Implemented bug fixes. - A new event, Grand Conquests, has been added.─ Added additional weapons skills.─ Additional weapons can be upgraded at the weapon refinery. ▸ New competitive domain battles have been added to special maps.─ A new type of map, Blessed Gardens, has been added.─
Additional weapons skills have been added.─ Additional weapons can be upgraded to the weapon refinery. - The limit for the hero merit has been increased to 4000. Additional options await in Sacred Seal Forge and the Refinery weapon. ▸ Chain Challenge and Squad Assault have been added to the Maps history.─ Adjustments have
been made for some events in the game.─ The options for sorting heroes have been increased.The full purchase button has been added to the orb purchase screen.─ Bug fixes. Fixes.
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